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Mountain View Manor 
 

Client / Entertainment, Band or Disc Jockey Agreement 

 

To be respectful of our neighbors surrounding Mountain View Manor, we ask that the following 

guidelines be followed at all times.  

 All music must end with last dance by 9:00 PM. 

 The volume levels and bass levels need to be measured at the sound check. The Venue Manager 

will assist with the sound check to make sure the decibel levels are understood. 

 The decibel level is not to exceed 75 decibels at 50’ from the sound source. 

 The decibel level is not to exceed 55 decibels at the northeastern edge, near the parking lot area. 

 All amplifiers and speakers must be placed, facing towards the west or the home and cannot be 

facing the ceremony lawn with the only exception being during the ceremony.  

 Bass levels must follow the same levels as listed above. The Venue Manager will assess the 

volume of the bass at varying areas around the property and will judge whether or not it needs to 

be turned down.  

 Once the event begins, sound levels will be measured and recorded every hour by the venue 

Manager. 

 At any time, if the decibel levels are higher than what is listed above, the band or DJ will be asked 

to turn down the volume. Venue management will have zero tolerance for request that are ignored 

and power will be turned off with equipment damages being the responsibility of the DJ or band.  

 It is up to the Event Coordinator and the band or DJ to determine the power needs ahead of the 

time.  

 

_________________________         __________________________        _____________       

    Entertainment / Band / DJ Signature  Booking Agent Signature                   Date  

 

 

     __________________________         __________________________      

      Client Name                                       Date of Event 

 


